MIDDLE SCHOOL CHORUS
distance learning

LESSON IDEAS

An ongoing and evolving resource of ideas and
activities for your students
By Danielle Larrick

Choir Olympics
THE BASICS

● There will be a folder for each day posted in our
LMS
● Folders will include a video, instructions, and any
other necessary information AS WELL AS an event
for to complete.
● Events will fall into the following categories
○ Musical Monday
○ Technique Tuesday
○ Workout Wednesday
○ Theory Thursday
○ Fun Friday
● Singers “rank up” by completing events
● Singers can earn an extra rank by winning or
completing daily challenges!
● In my case, students can complete these events at
their own pace
● Ranks will be tallied at the end of each week
● Events & Challenges will be tracked using a Google
Sheet. Here is a Sample Sheet that you may copy
and customize as needed.

week 1
FOCUS

Engage
Enrich
Review

week 1
Preparation

Day 1

Day 2

Event & Challenge

● Teacher recorded video on
FlipGrid

● Singers share their
responses via FlipGrid

● Check-in with students
and share current favorite
singer/band/musical

● CHALLENGE: Singers
send link to a favorite
performance of
singer/band

● Singers watch Roger
Emerson PASTA video

● Singers use FlipGrid to
explain PASTA or
Demonstrate using their
favorite song
OR
● Create a digital poster
explaining PASTA using
Canva, Google Slides, etc.

week 1 continued
Preparation

Event & Challenge

● Singers watch
model lung
video

● After watching the "Model Lung"
video, answer the questions below.
- Describe what happens when you
inhale (when you pull down on the
bottom balloon in your model).
- Describe what happens when you
exhale (when you push up on the
bottom balloon in your model).
- Why do you think some people can
inhale more air at one time than
others can?

● Singers watch
Rainbow
Breath Video

Day 3

● CHALLENGE: Create the project and
share a picture of you with your
model
● Now that they are reminded HOW
breathing works, I ask them to grab
someone in their household and
take a moment to try this! Singers
aren't the only ones who can beneﬁt
from stopping to breathe! After
they’ve completed this activity, they
describe how they felt BEFORE and
AFTER!

week 1 continued
Day 4

Day 5

Preparation

Event & Challenge

● Singers sign-up for a
free account at
Sight-Reading Factory
(Oﬀering free licenses
right now)

● Singers complete a sample
sight-reading that I set up;
Very simple and
straightforward to start

● Singers watch the
tutorial I posted of
myself demonstrating
the website

● Singers review choir
meme directions.
Access sample
directions here. Make a
copy and customize to
your needs.

● After students try
Sight-Reading Factory,
they share what questions
they might have? How did
it go? What did they ﬁnd
easy? What was
challenging?
● Singers each design one
meme. Top 3 earn an extra
rank.

week 2
FOCUS
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